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Abstract 

Recently, the business continuity plan (BCP) is becoming a leading subject in the world and is being discussed with 
great concern in the construction and operating process of various built environments. In response to BCP, the structural 
health monitoring (SHM) has drawn much attention for evaluating the status of buildings and reducing post-earthquake 
impacts on our society. In developing SHM, the system identification (SI) methodologies, categorized as methods for 
inverse problems, play a critical role and the modal SI and physical SI are two major well-known branches. The 
physical SI has the advantage that the stiffness and/or damping coefficients of the structural model can be recovered 
directly and is well suited to the design of passive control systems. This is also quite useful for the damage detection. 
Although the physical SI is preferred in SHM, its development is quite limited and slow due to the strict requirement on 
multiple measurements or the necessity of complicated mathematical manipulation. In particular, investigation on 
physical SI of three-dimensional (3D) building structures with stiffness or mass eccentricities are more limited. 

 This paper proposes a new method of frequency-domain physical-parameter system identification of three-
dimensional building structures with stiffness eccentricity, which accompany torsional vibration. The two-directional 
story stiffnesses in the 3D building structure are identified from the horizontal accelerations recoded at the top and first 
floors. The proposed method has three processes. In the first process, equations of motion in the time domain are 
transformed into the frequency domain. The theoretical equations to identify the j-th two-directional story stiffnesses 
are derived from the dynamic equilibrium of the free body above the j-th story. In the second process, the responses on 
non-observation floors are evaluated from the horizontal accelerations recoded at the top and first floors with low-order 
modal shapes. In the last process, all responses are applied to the theoretical equations and the two-directional story 
stiffnesses are evaluated from the identification result around low-order natural frequency. Compared to the previous 
approaches, the proposed method has some features and advantages, which are as follows. 

 The proposed method is based on Fourier analysis method and avoids complicated mathematical manipulation. 
Therefore, it provides good usability. 

 The two-directional story stiffnesses in the 3D building structure can be identified from the horizontal accelerations 
recorded at the top and first floors of the building.  

 The data with high S/N ratio, which is selected based on low-order modal information, is used for the identification 
and this makes the proposed method robust for noise. 

 The two-directional story stiffnesses for each story can be identified independently. The identification result of one 
story doesn’t affect those of other stories. 

 The proposed method is demonstrated through numerical simulations. Numerical examples, including the 
comparison with the numerical simulation results, demonstrated that the proposed method is reliable and possesses an 
acceptable accuracy. It should be remarked that identification results of story stiffnesses are quite stable around the low-
order natural frequency and are robust for noise.  
Keywords: physical-parameter identification, torsional response, frequency domain, measurement on specific floors 
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1. Introduction 

Recently, the business continuity plan (BCP) is becoming a leading subject in the world and is being 
discussed with great concern in the construction and operating process of various built environments. 
Unprecedented hazards and incidents in the last few decades enhanced BCP to a key subject and many 
significant efforts on BCP have been devoted to assure the resilience of built environments. In response to 
BCP, the structural health monitoring (SHM) has drawn much attention for evaluating the status of buildings 
and reducing post-earthquake impacts on our society. 
 In developing SHM, the system identification (SI) methodologies, categorized as methods for inverse 
problems, play a critical role and the modal SI and physical SI are two major well-known branches. 
Originally, the modal SI as a popular technique was developed extensively. It can provide the overall 
mechanical properties of a structural system and has a stable characteristic [1-3]. However, the information 
of high-order mode is required to evaluate damage-degree and damaged location. Furthermore, it is pointed 
out that the influence of local damage to structural members on modal informations is small [4,5]. On the 
other hand, the physical SI has the advantage that the stiffness and/or damping coefficients of the structural 
model can be recovered directly and is well suited to the design of passive control systems. This is also quite 
useful for the damage detection. 
 In the physical SI, Nakamura and Yasui [6] proposed a method of direct SI incorporating a least-
squares method. They investigated an issue of damage detection for steel building frames which were 
severely damaged (beam-end fracture etc.) during the Hyogoken-Nanbu (Kobe) earthquake in 1995. 
Moreover, the method of Takewaki and Nakamura [7] aims at a smart identification and seeks for a unique 
physical-parameter SI formulation based on the work by Udwadia et al.[8]. They enabled the identification 
of stiffness and damping at a given story of a shear building model directly from the floor acceleration 
records just above and below the target story. In the SI method by Takewaki and Nakamura [7,9,10], there 
remained an issue to be resolved in dealing with actual data, e.g. microtremors, due to the small signal/noise 
(SN) ratio in the low frequency range (Ikeda et al. [11,12], Fujita et al. [13]). Furthermore, an shear-type 
building model should be replaced by a more appropriate model when dealing with high-rise buildings with 
large aspect ratios due to the influence of overall bending deformation of tall buildings. The investigation on 
shear-bending-type building has been developed extensively [14-17]. 
 The physical SI of 2D building structure (share-type building, shear-bending-type building) has been 
developed extensively. However, many of the mid- and low-rise building possess stiffness eccentricity due to 
structural asymmetry and the torsional vibration is induced. Therefore, the physical SI applicable to torsional 
coupled buildings should be developed extensively in order to estimate structural health more realistically. 
However, investigation on physical SI of 3D building structures with stiffness eccentricity is quite limited. 
Recently, Shintani et al. [18] proposed a method physical SI for 3D building structures with in-plane rigid 
floor diaphram in which the stiffness and damping coefficients of each vertical structural frame in the 3D 
building structure are recovered from the measured data  on floor horizontal accelerations. A method based on 
the batch processing least-squares estimation was proposed using many discrete time-domain data to directly 
identify the stiffness and damping coefficients of each vertical structural frame. However, their method has a 
difficulty that the displacements, velocities, and accelerations on all the floors have to be provided. In addition, 
the identification accuracy depends on the integration method and the identified values can be unrealistic. 
 This paper proposes a new method of frequency-domain physical-parameter system identification of 
three-dimensional building structures with stiffness eccentricity, which accompany torsional vibration. The 
two-directional story stiffnesses in the 3D building structure are identified from the horizontal accelerations 
recoded at the top and first floors. The proposed method has three processes. In the first process, equations of 
motion in the time domain are transformed into the frequency domain. The theoretical equations to identify 
the j-th two-directional story stiffnesses are derived from the dynamic equilibrium of the free body above the 
j-th story. In the second process, the responses on non-observation floors are evaluated from the horizontal 
accelerations recoded at the top and first floors with low-order modal shapes. In the last process, all 
responses are applied to the theoretical equations and the two-directional story stiffnesses are evaluated from 
the identification result around low-order natural frequency. 
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2. Object building model and assumptions 

Consider an N-story 3D building model, with stiffness asymmetricity with respect to the x-axis and the y-axis, 
as shown in Fig.1. The black and white circles shown in Fig.1 denote the centers of stiffness and centers of 
mass. The frame in the side of the center of stiffness for each axis is called the stiff-side frame and the frame 
in the other side of the center of stiffness is called the flexible-side frame. ,x yL L  denote the x-directional and 
y-directional floor sizes. Let , , , , , ,j j xj yj xj yj jI em e k k kq  denote the j-th story mass, the j-th story mass moment 
of inertia, the eccentricity of the center of stiffness from the center of mass for each axis in j-th story, the x-
directional and y-directional story stiffnesses of the j-th story, the torsional stiffness of the j-th story around 
the center of mass, respectively.  denotes the angle of incidence of the earthquake ground motion gu  to the 

building model.  

 The following assumptions on the building model are introduced. 

 The building model has the stiffness symmetricity with respect to the x-axis and y-axis and exhibits a 
torsional response under uni-directional earthquake ground motion input (this input does not include 
rotational motions). 

 The center of mass in each story exists in the common vertical line. 

 The building model is linearly elastic and has a stiffness-proportional damping matrix. 

 The floor is rigid in its in-plane deformation and torsional stiffness of the members are not considered. 

 In the identification, the following three conditions are used. 

1) The first-order modes in the x- and y-direction are known. 

2) The floor masses, the locations of the center of mass and stiffness at all the floors are known. 

3) The x- and y-directional accelerations at the stiff-side and the flexible-side of all the floors and that on 
the ground floor are measured. 

 

Figure 1 Three-dimensional multi-story building structure model with stiffness eccentricity 
subjected to uni-directional earthquake ground motion and allocation of accelerometers 
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3. Identification algorithm  

3.1 Identification theory and formulation 

The equations of motion of this building model subjected to the earthquake ground acceleration ( )g tu  when 

the angle of incidence is   may be expressed by  

 ( ) + ( ) + ( ) = ( )gt t t u tMu Cu Ku Mr    (1) 

where the mass, stiffness and damping matrices , ,M K C , the displacement vector ( )tu  (the x, y-directional 

displacements of the center of mass and floor rotation angles ( )tθ ) and the influence coefficient vector r  

may be given as follows. 
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1  and 1h  denote the fundamental natural circular frequency and the lowest-mode damping ratio. Other 

parameters may be defined as follows. 

1 2= diag{ , , , }Nm m mm  ,  1 2= diag{ , , , }NI I II    (3a,b) 
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The Fourier transformation of Eq.(1) leads to the following equations of motion in the frequency domain. 

  2 2( ) = ( )gi U      M C K U Mr   (4) 

where ( ) { ( ) ( ) ( ) }T T T T   U X Y Θ    and ( )gU   are the Fourier transforms of ( )tu  and ( )gu t . ( )X  and 

( )Y  are those of ( )tx and ( )ty . Unless otherwise noted, The capital letters indicate the Fourier transforms 

of variables in the time domain and ( ), ( )t  are omitted. The x- and y-directional equilibrium of the free-

body above the j-th story may be expressed in the frequency domain by 
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 (5b) 

where, 0 0X  , 0 0Y  , 0 0  and the viscous damping coefficient xjc , yjc  in the j-th story is given by 
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Rearrangement of Eqs.(5a) and (5b) with respect to xjk , yjk  and xjc , yjc  yields 
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     (7b) 

The lateral stiffnesses xjk and yjk  are expressed by the real part of Eqs.(7a) and (7b). In this paper, the 

building model is linearly elastic. Therefore, Eqs.(7a) and (7b) mean that, if the true physical parameters 

, ,j xj yjm e e  and the true accelerations , , , ,j j g gjx y x y      are given, xjk and yjk (the real part of Eqs.(7a) and 

(7b)) become constant with respect to frequency. 
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 When xjk and yjk are identified, the information of all frequency bands is not required and it may be 
better to use the information of high signal/noise (SN) ratio such as the first mode in the x- and y-direction. 
Ordinarily, the first-mode responses in the x-direction and the y-direction are the dominant component in the 
responses of building structures. Based on this discussion, some assumptions are introduced as follows.  

 X1 X1, X1( ) ( )j jX X    , Y1 Y1, Y1( ) ( )j jY Y    , X1 X1, X1( ) ( )j j      , Y1 Y1, Y1( ) ( )j j       (8a-d) 

where, X1 Y1,    denote the frequency bands around the x and y directional first-order frequencies. 

X1, Y1,,j jX Y   are the Fourier transforms of the j-th relative horizontal accelerations X1, Y1,,j jx y   at the center of 

mass in the x- and y- directional first-order modes and X1, Y1,,j j    are the Fourier transforms of the j-th 

relative rotational accelerations X1, Y1,,j j    in those. Eqs.(8a-d) means that X1 Y1,    components of 

acceleration responses , , jj jx y     are approximated by the X1 Y1,    components of the x- and y- directional 

first-order modal responses X1, Y1, X1, Y1,, , ,j j j jx y       . Substitution of Eqs.(8a-d) into Eqs.(7a) and (7b) provide 
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Eqs.(9a) and (9b) will be called “the lateral identification function” and used for identification of xjk and yjk . 

 The x- and y-directional first-order modal responses X1, Y1, X1, Y1,, , ,j j j jx y        are required for 

identification of xjk and yjk . The estimation of modal responses has four proecsses. In the first process, the 
transfer function from ground acceleration to N-th relative horizontal accelerations at the stiff-side and 
flexible-side are processed by Tukey window. In the second process, the filter-processed transfer functions are 
processed by IFFT and the x- and y-directional first-order modal responses at the stiff- and flexible-side on the 
top floor are calculated. In the third process, these responses are multiplied by the x- and y-directional first-
order mode shapes at the stiff- and flexible-side and the x- and y-directional first-order modal responses 

X1, X1, Y1, Y1,, , ,Sj Fj Sj Fjx x y y     at each side on each floor are calculated. In the last process, X1, Y1,,j jx y   are calculated 

by linear interpolation from X1, X1, Y1, Y1,, , ,Sj Fj Sj Fjx x y y     and X1, Y1,,j j    are calculated to divide the differences of 
the modal responses at each side by floor sizes. In this paper, It is assumed that the center of mass exists at 

the center of floor and X1, Y1, X1, Y1,, , ,j j j jx y        are calculated by  
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             (10a-d) 

3.2 Calculation procedure of identification value of lateral stiffness 

The calculation procedure of identification value of lateral stiffness can be summarized as follows. Fig.2 
shows the explanation of Steps 1-3. 
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Figure 2 Identification procedure in frequency domain (Steps 1-3) 

(Step 1) Focusing on the x and y directional first-order circular frequencies, pick up n data points from 
the identification results derived by using “the lateral identification function”. X1  is used for identification 

of xjk  and Y1  is used for that of yjk . Then, histograms are calculated from the N data points. 

(Step 2) The class indicating the maximum frequency may be highly reliable class in histogram and the 
average of the data classified this class is calculated. 

(Step 3) Compute the coefficient of variation by considering the average as the sample mean. 

(Step 4) Vary the sample number n and repeat Steps 1-3. 

(Step 5) Find the value corresponding to the smallest coefficient of variation and regard that value as the 
identification value of lateral stiffness. 

The range width per class (upper and lower limits of each class) can be determined by using the 
number of classes and this can also be defined from the Sturges’ rule by 

 2Number of classes 1 log n   (11) 

In this paper, the sample number n is varied from 30 to 100.  

4. Verification of accuracy of the proposed method using numerical investigation 

4.1 Analysis condition 

To investigate the accuracy of the proposed identification method, the numerical analysis data, the 
accelerations at the stiff-side and flexible-side on the top floor and the input earthquake ground motion, are 
used as substitutes of measured data. It is assumed that the x- and y-directional first-order mode shapes are 
already known.  

 Table 1 and Table 2 show the physical properties and eigenvalue of analysis models, respectively. The 
object building models are five-story shear models with bi-axial eccentricity and two models (BS-model and 
BC-model) are considered. BS-model and BC-model are considered as the models the eigenvalue of the 
translation mode of which are separated from and close to the eigenvalue of the torsional mode. The 1th, 2nd 
and 3rd mode of both BS-model and BC-model are the y-lateral mode, the x-lateral mode and the torsional 
mode, respectively. The height distribution of the story stiffness is defined so that fundamental natural period 
of the model without eccentricity is 0.4 s and the lowest mode is a straight line for the model without 
eccentricity. The stiffness-proportional damping matrix is assumed and the lowest-mode damping ratio is 
0.03. The responses of the models are calculated by using Newmark-beta method with β=1/4 (constant 
acceleration method) and El Centro 1940 NS is used as the input earthquake ground motion. The maximum- 
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Table 1 Physical properties of torsionally coupled building 

 

Table 2 Eigenvalue analysis of torsionally coupled building (number in parenthesis: natural frequency [Hz]) 

 

acceleration is also normalized to be 20 gal and the angle of incidence of the earthquake ground motion to 
building models is 45 degree angle ( =1/4π). 

 To take into account the influence of measurement noise level on the accuracy of identification, the 
data generated by using the following equation are used. 

 RMS value of  band limited white noise
Noise level

RMS value of signal without noise
  (12) 

Noise-free data and data with 5% and 10% noise are used for identification. The band-limited white noise is 
added to the response analysis results and the input ground motions. 

4.2 Identification of lateral stiffness 

Fig.3 and Fig.4 show the real part of the x-directional lateral identification functions defined in Eqs.(9a) in 
the first story for BS-model and BC-model. In Fig.3a and Fig.4a, identification results calculated by using 
Eqs.(7a) are also shown. The red lines indicate the true values of each model. 

 When Eqs.(7a) is used for identification and the noise is free, It can be observed that the results exhibit 
almost constant distributions in a wide frequency range. This indicates that Eqs.(7a) is theoretically valid. On 
the other hand, When Eqs.(9a) is used, the results totally do not exhibit horizontal constant distributions. 
However, the results are stable at the x-directional first-order circular frequency and correspond well with the 
true values of each model. If the y-directional lateral stiffness are identified, it is confirmed that the results 
are stable at the y-directional first-order circular frequency and correspond well the true values of each model. 
There is the same tendency in other noise levels and that has been confirmed also in other stories. 

 Fig.5 and Fig.6 show the identified values of lateral stiffness in each story for BS-model and BC-
model without and with noise. The values of horizontal axis indicate ratios of the identified values to the true  
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(a) noise level 0%                           (b) noise level 5%                           (c) noise level 10% 

Figure 3 Identification result of x-directional lateral stiffness in the first story (BS-model) 

 
(a) noise level 0%                           (b) noise level 5%                           (c) noise level 10% 

Figure 4 Identification result of x-directional lateral stiffness in the first story (BC-model) 

 
(a) noise level 0%                           (b) noise level 5%                           (c) noise level 10% 

Figure 5 Identified vale of lateral stiffnesses in each story (BS-model) 

 
(a) noise level 0%                           (b) noise level 5%                           (c) noise level 10% 

Figure 6 Identified vale of lateral stiffnesses in each story (BC-model) 

Eq.(9a) 

Eq.(7a) 

Eq.(7a) Eq.(9a) 
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values. It can be found that the errors are within 9% for all the noise levels. Therefore,  it may be concluded 
that the proposed method possesses an acceptable accuracy. 

5. Conclusion 

A new method of frequency-domain physical-parameter SI has been developed for three-dimensional building 
structures with stiffness eccentricity. The conclusions may be summarized as follows. 

1) The dynamic equilibrium of the free body above the j-th story can be used to identify the j-th two-
directional story stiffnesses. It is required to measure the horizontal accelerations at stiff-side and 
flexible-side on the top floor to identify the story stiffnesses. Compared to the previous approach, the 
identification algorithm is very simple and avoid complicated mathematical manipulation. Therefore, it 
provides good usability. In addition, it is not required to measure horizontal accelerations at all floors. 
Furthermore, the data with high SN ratio, which is picked up based on low-order modal information, is 
used for the identification and this makes the proposed method robust for noise. The two-directional 
story stiffnesses for each story can be identified independently and the identified value does not affect 
those of other stories. However, it should be noted that the x- and y-directional first-order mode shapes 
are necessary for identification. 

2) Numerical investigation demonstrated that the proposed identification method possesses an acceptable 
accuracy. Even if the data with the noise is used for identification, the identification results are quite 
stable around the low-order natural frequency and are robust for noise. However, it should be noted that 
this conclusion is obtained under restrictive conditions. 
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